Lexis® Verdict & Settlement Analyzer

See the Range of Possible Case Outcomes

Using data-driven analysis from the industry’s largest collection of verdicts and settlements, Verdict & Settlement Analyzer quickly puts the range of possible outcomes into perspective with easy-to-interpret charts and dynamic graphs.

START YOUR EXPERT RESEARCH

Tap into the entire collection of LexisNexis verdict and settlement data—over 1.2 million records—each time you search.

Advanced analytics allow you to slice and dice big data with pre-search filters to zero in on the most relevant results.

NAVIGATE TO VITAL CASES QUICKLY

As you construct the best case strategy, apply post-search filters to further refine your results list based on award range, case resolution, practice area, date and court. Each time a variable is changed, the graphs are redrawn and your cite list is updated.

Verdict & Settlement Analyzer offers 500 injury filters to narrow post-search results based on the injury type specific to your case.

STRATEGIC INSIGHTS REVEALED

Updated graphs quickly reveal the number of cases and award by resolution to launch your early case assessment. See resolution trends over time to understand a macro level of litigation outcomes and then dive into the details by hovering over the charts to view specific awards and relevant cases.
Ongoing data refinements to our vast collection of jury verdict and settlements fuel our powerful charts and analytics, delivering the most pertinent insights to your case in ready-to-use visuals.

VIEW AND SORT THE SPECIFICS OF YOUR CASE

Ready to move beyond the charts into the details? The cite list shows you specific verdict and settlement data at a glance, from the outcome to the award amount, jurisdiction and year, allowing you to glean crucial insights before you even open a report.

Sort from newest to oldest, and from the highest awards to the lowest, so you can be sure you’re finding the information most relevant to your case strategy.

STAY ALERT AND STREAMLINED

Set alerts to monitor issues or parties and stay abreast of the latest information affecting your case. Using the familiar Lexis® tools, print, download or copy documents. Also highlight, annotate or copy what you need and have access to your all-important folders and 90-day search history.

The analytics technology and content of Lexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer, combined with the research power of the Lexis service.